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Introduction 
The recording of pedigrees is widespread in animal breeding and used for various 
applications. Correct pedigrees form the basis of any breeding program for the estimation of 
breeding values and the prediction of genetic gain. In research, QTL and haplotype-based 
studies also require correct pedigrees. Until now, DNA markers, such as highly 
polymorphic microsatellite markers have been efficiently used for parentage verification 
(Anderson and Garza, 2006) to reduce the loss in genetic improvement caused by 
misidentification of parentage (Senneke et al., 2004). Recently the focus shifted towards 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) because of their abundance in the genome, their 
potential for automation, low genotyping error rates, genetic stability, and low costs. In 
pigs, SNP panels have been introduced for parentage verification and traceability of 
products, using 21 to 60 markers (Rohrer et al., 2007, Ballester et al., 2007). 
However, also other applications are within reach with SNP’s. Breeding for traits with a low 
incidence (disease traits, genetic defects and mortality), requires records from a large 
number of finishing pigs. In this case, individual identification of piglets at birth with ear 
tags or tattoos is very expensive. In this situation, retrospective assignment of the true father 
(paternal verification) only for affected animals with DNA markers could reduce the costs 
of trait recording substantially. For paternal identification of finisher pigs, the number of 
potential sires could be narrowed down to the (artificial) insemination boars of a certain line 
if the farm of origin and the date of insemination of the mother is known. 
In this study, a SNP panel has been developed for the purpose of paternal identification in 
finishers. For the aims of this project, the following steps were undertaken: 
1) Identification of a set of SNPs with sufficient information content in the selection lines, 
2) Evaluation of the SNPs on animals with known pedigree for parental identification, 
3) Determination of the number of SNPs necessary for parental identification. 

Material and methods 
Animals and SNP selection. The SNPs used for paternal identification were selected from 
the Illumina Porcine 60K+SNP Beadchip (San Diego, CA, USA, Ramos et al., 2009). 
Initially, SNPs were ranked based on an even distribution across the genome and their minor 
allele frequency (MAF) across 4 common breeds: Large White, Duroc, Pietrain and 
Landrace determined by Ramos et al. (2009). Initially, 300 SNPs with at least a MAF >0.3 
were selected. Assay design using (incomplete) sequences from the Illumina Porcine 
60K+SNP Beadchip was performed for a selection of 150 SNPs with the highest MAF. The 
markers were genotyped using the KASPar chemistry, which is a competitive allele specific 
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PCR SNP genotyping system using FRET quencher cassette oligos (KBioscience, UK).  
From these, 136 SNPs withoptimal amplification profiles were used for genotyping. whereas 
14 markers were discarded for various reasons (e.g. weak or absent amplification, presence 
of >3 genotypes, incorrect genotype distribution). 
For genotyping, a total of 115 offspring with known paper pedigree were available. The 
originated from 55 fathers. Genotypes from an additional 230 possible fathers were 
genotyped. The fathers originated from 6 different sire lines and were purebred. The 
offspring consisted of 30 purebred and 85 crossbred animals. Average call rate for all 
samples was 95%. The average MAF across these populations was 0.43 for 136 SNPs. 
 
Paternal identification. Software Cervus (Kalinowski et al., 2007) was used to perform the 
analysis. Three sire scenarios were investigated for 115 offspring:  
Scenario 1: 55 true sires as candidates. 
Scenario 2: 285 genotyped sires as candidates (55 true sires, 230 possible fathers)  
Scenario 3: 230 genotypes sires (no true sires)  
Using the option ‘parentage analysis’ in Cervus, the number of correctly and wrongly 
assigned sires was determined while varying the number of SNPs. SNPs were dropped from 
the analysis according to their average MAF, % missing genotypes and spacing along the 
genome generating panels of 136, 120, 100, 80, and 60 SNPs.  
Parameters used in the simulation were 10000 offspring, 58 candidate sires for the scenario 
with 55 sires (proportion samples 95%) and 285 sires for the alternative scenario, proportion 
of sampled sires was kept at 100% (assuming all possible sires were genotyped), proportion 
of loci mistyped was kept at 1%. The proportion of loci typed and the minimum number of 
loci typed, were kept at levels suggested by the program after allele frequency analysis. To 
obtain the confidence level, critical LOD score was used rather than ∆, since a LOD score is 
given for all assigned fathers whereas ∆ is only calculated for the most probable father. A 
positive LOD score indicates that it is more likely to be the true father than not being the 
true father. For the strict confidence level 99% was used and for the relaxed 95%. 
Assignment can be on the strict level, relaxed level or no assignment at all. 

Results and discussion 
With 136 SNPs, both scenario’s (55 true fathers and 285 possible fathers including the true 
fathers) resulted in 100% correct assignment of the true father. Decreasing the number of 
SNPs to 60 resulted in a wrong assignment of the true father only with 60 SNPs (96%, 5 
fathers were wrongly assigned). However, fewer SNPs were less discriminative between the 
first and second assigned father decreasing the difference between the LOD scores.  In 
addition, the average LOD score of the second assigned father from 80 SNPs and less 
turned positive (Fig. 1). The % of mistypings for the first assigned father and the second 
assigned father is shown in Figure 2. For the assignment of the first father (100% correct) it 
is below 1% (on average 0.20%) which is allowed by Cervus. 



 
Figure 1. The mean LOD score for scenario 1 and 2. The green bars indicate the 
assignment of the first father and the red bars indicate the assignment of the second 
father. 

 
Figure 2. The % of mistypings for scenario 1 and 2. The green bars indicate the 
assignment of the first father and the red bars indicate the assignment of the second 
father. 
 
If the true sire is discarded from the dataset (scenario 3), Cervus will still assign a father in 
around 20% of the cases with the strict confidence level. If the LOD score is positive, in 
most cases a close relative of the true sire is assigned as father.  
Hill et al (2008) performed a simulation study to determine the number of SNPs for correct 
assignment of the father selected from a large pool of possible fathers (including close 
relatives). This study concluded using 100 -150 SNPs with a high MAF (>0.3) is sufficient 



for assigning the true father which was selected from a large number of possible fathers 
including relatives in the dataset. Results from Hill et al. (2008) are in agreement with this 
study, where 100 SNPs had 100% correct assignment and the assignment of the second 
father had on average a negative LOD score. However, the current study included several 
breeds (different MAF across populations) which makes the situation of correct assignment 
easier and the conclusion slightly optimistic. In a situation where 50 possible fathers of the 
same population including full sibs are used to identify the true father, more SNPs may be 
needed (Sherman, 2004). To minimize the chance of assigning the wrong father, several 
criteria have to be considered such as: 1. Assignment on strict or relaxed confidence level; 
2. number of mistypings with the assigned father; 3. LOD score. These criteria depend on 
the number of SNPs in the assay and will be elaborated on a larger data set. 

Conclusion 
This study shows, that the retrospective paternal identification with SNPs is feasible under 
practical conditions if the true father is represented in the data set.  The genotyping platform 
used and the use of real data gives a good insight in the applicability of paternal 
identification in pig breeding, but is also applicable for other species. The number of SNPs 
needed for correct assignment of the true father highly depends on the number of candidate 
fathers included. Under the conditions of this study, 80 – 100 SNPs would allow to identify 
the correct father with 100% certainty. To reduce the risk of assigning the wrong father, 
preselecting possible fathers based on AI station of origin or date of insemination of the sow 
is very relevant. To discriminate between the true and wrong father for paternal 
identification, 100 informative SNPs are sufficient. However, the call rate per sample 
should not be lower than 90% to minimize the change of loosing too many SNPs for the 
analysis. 
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